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Introduction
In 2010, Woodgreen Community Shop Association received a grant from the Big Lottery,
Local Food Fund to build a new village shop. As part of that grant we put in a bid for a “Local
Food Development and Outreach Programme”, to run projects in the community and in local
schools, under the working title “Local Food and Sustainability”.
For the schools I wanted to look at local food not in isolation, but in the wider context of
environmental and social sustainability, especially in view of our environment in the New
Forest, and the small village and town communities that make up the forest population. The
eight participating schools were: The Burgate School and Sixth Form, Fordingbridge, The
Trafalgar School at Downton, Fordingbridge Junior School, Breamore C of E Primary
School, Hale Primary School, Morgan’s Vale Woodall’s CE VA Primary School, Hyde C of E
Primary School, Coombe Bissett C of E Primary School. The range of activities developed
within this topic are only a small number of what is possible, but serve to illustrate its
richness as an area of study, and the many links that can be made with the National
Curriculum.
In 2012 we received an additional Big Lottery Grant to make a film of some of the
workshops, and the ways in which schools had found them valuable. We wanted to share
our experiences with as many schools as possible in the area, through the distribution of the
film along with a resource and information and ideas pack. This contains illustrated accounts
of workshops, resources that can be used to implement them and additional information that
might be useful. It is not intended to be comprehensive, but a summary of one project that
may contain some useful information and ideas.
I have had the advantage of having an amount of funding earmarked for these projects, and
realize that it is not always easy for schools to find the resources to implement such a
programme. Some schools supplemented their projects by using teachers, or parents and
other contacts with particular skills, willing to give some time voluntarily, but we also used
other resources which were free or required only a small donation. These are outlined on
pages 85 to 89.
A number of schools found that the best way to fit some of these activities into the timetable
was to run an Eco Day, an Eco Week, or a week around a particular topic as in Coombe
Bissett’s ‘World Food Week’. In the case of Breamore we designed a potential year’s
programme where topics could fit in with the curriculum throughout the year. Costs varied,
but as a general guideline, using a combination of free resources and paid workshops, the
Hyde Eco Week, for example, cost just under £1000, about £14 per child. (See page 27 for
further details)
My experience of developing and coordinating these, and other projects in schools, is that
everyone has a high volume of work with many demands on their time as well as financial
constraints, and have benefited from having someone who can share some of the
organizational burden.
If anyone wishes to organize a Local Food and Sustainability project I can be contacted for
further information, advice and help on andreafinnart@btinternet.com
Andrea Finn
Coordinator
Local Food and Sustainability Outreach Programme
December 2013
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Section 1

National Park
Education
Topics, Curriculum Links and Workshops
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Suggestions for schools to help with cross curricular planning (all based on the current curriculum of course; they will be adapted as soon as
the rest of the programmes of study are published). These will be part of the New Forest Curriculum website when it is developed.
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New Forest Curriculum Sessions offered by
The National Park Education Team
Food for us, Food for the
Animals: EYFS/KS1/KS2

Ancient Tree Hunt: KS2
Animal Accidents: KS1/2
Animal Homes: EYFS/KS1

Getting ready for winter:
EYFS/KS1/KS2

Bugs and Butterflies:
EYFS/KS1

Ground Nesting Birds:
EYFS/KS1/KS2

Can Tourism be
sustainable? : KS2/3

Habitats and Adaptations:
KS1/2
Heath, Coast and Woodland:
EYFS/KS1/KS2

Caring for the Forest:
EYFS/KS1

Impacts of People on the
Forest: KS1/2/3

Climate Change: KS2/3
Coastal Processes: KS2/3

Night in the Forest:
EYFS/KS1/KS2

Deadwood Denizens:
EYFS/KS1/2

Predators and Prey: KS1/2/3
The Queen’s Larder (how
eating shaped the Forest):
KS1/2/3

Eco Day: EYFS/KS1/KS2
Forces in Nature: KS2

The Seashore: KS1
Workshop at Hyde School for
their Eco Week
Workshop leader
Leanne Atkinson
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National Park Education – Examples of Workshops
Workshop: Hale Primary School, Yr.6, 1 ½ hours approx.
The New Forest: Now and Forever?
Can the New Forest National Park be sustainable?
Resources: Heathland model, Signs, Posters, Models, Travel Dice, Activity cards
and symbols, Pony collar, car stickers and accident cards, Pictures of Lyndhurst,
Woodland Trunk items Queen’s Larder Trunk, Group Packs

Session Plan (approximately 1 hour)
1. The New Forest National Park: Why should we care? 10 minutes
Gather around giant model of heath, with the following displayed:
Cars, bus, stock animals, plasticine models of a fire, dog walker and litter. Also
posters, giant signs and cut-out animals.

2. What makes the Forest so special?
Does anything here represent a threat to the Forest?

Key Facts:


Animals can go wherever they like (commoning) and so can you if you are
walking or riding a horse



Lowland heath is special, 75% left in Europe is here



There are 7000 ponies, deer, cows and pigs



Most of it belongs to the Queen

2. Who is in the cars? 10 minutes
Why do people travel around the New Forest?
Use giant dice to identify the reasons:
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(Going to/from work, delivering goods, visiting attractions, going to/from school,
taking the dog for a walk, shopping, going for a cycle ride)

Key Facts:


More people come here than any other national park



They spend £120 million 34,000 people live here



Commuting is a consequence of average weekly earnings of £466 in the
Forest and £514 outside.



85% of visitors travel by car, only 2% use public transport



Carbon emissions of 505,000 tonnes, of which 245,000 is from traffic



6000 new homes are planned for surrounding urban areas

Split into groups and go to tables.
3. Good or bad for the Forest? 10 minutes.
Place symbols on the tables, students sort the activity cards into good, bad, not sure,
and discuss reasons for their choice.

Key Facts:


13 million people visit every year



Nearly all of them come by car

4. What is the biggest threat to the Forest? 10 minutes
In groups, agree the issues which you think are the biggest threat to the future of the
Forest. Record findings on flip chart; write on cards for each table.

5. What is being done to make the future sustainable? 10 minutes
Groups open packs containing leaflets, pony collars, tour bus guides, New Forest
Marque stickers etc. Match these to the issues you have identified.

6. Good for you, good for the Forest. 10 minutes
Your top tips for the Future of the Forest
Could lead into follow up work...... create a power point, poster, or leaflet to present
to parents (or the National Park Authority?)
10

Workshop: Hale Primary School Yr.6, 1 ½ hours
approx.
The Future of the Forest
Will Climate Change affect the Forest’s sustainability?
Resources:
Coast model, Agree/disagree cards, Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming cards,
Laminated spinner cards, Winners and losers packs x 6, Ticks and crosses, Giant
dice Climate Change game packs x 6, Mini dice and counters.

Session Plan (approximately 1 hour)
1. Why the coast? 10 minutes
Gather around giant model of coast, with the following displayed:
Plasticine models etc.
Why have we brought a model of the coast today?

Key Facts:


National Park has 26 miles of coastline



Home to many special creatures, especially wading birds



Is likely to be affected in your life time by a potential threat we haven’t yet
discussed: climate change......

2. Does climate change exist? 10 minutes
Play Spectrum Game using the following statements:
Climate Change is a fact
It won’t affect me
It’s all bad news
It won’t affect the coast
I can influence climate change
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3. What is climate change? 5 minutes


Key causes; increased temperature of the Earth due probably to increase in
CO2 from burning of fossil fuels (cars, making electricity)



Key phrases: global warming, greenhouse effect

4. How will climate change affect the New Forest? 10 minutes
Hand out cards showing possible effects to pupils to hold at the front of the room. All
bad? Or are there going to be any winners?
Split into groups. Each table has a giant dice showing possible effects. Play Winners
and Losers using ticks and crosses.

5. What can you do to help? 10 minutes
Play table top version of Climate Change game

National Park Education runs art weeks,
looking at the forest through visual workshops
for all ages.
They also run weeks dealing with green issues

The pictures show students during New
Forest art and green weeks
To find out more visit their website or contact a
member of the team: Details on page 85
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Workshop: Breamore Primary School
The Queen’s Lunch (How Eating shaped the Forest)
AM Assembly: To introduce the special foods of the Forest (venison, pork, honey,
etc. Also wild foods for animals and people (fungi, acorns, gorse, holly etc.) Includes
messages about not feeding ponies, importance of commoning.

KS1 Follow up session
1. Everything in the Forest eats something or is eaten by something ….play the
Food for us, food for the animals……the Forest is shaped by eating! Use the
giant hamper Chain Game and prove it. Every creature has a part to play in the
ecosystem.
2. Introduce the importance of pollinators such as bees. Make a bee to take home.

Follow up session
1. Deadwood Denizens: consider the importance of the creatures which inhabit the
Leaf litter/ old wood in the Forest, and how they play a vital role in the whole
ecosystem
2. Food Chain Game (with a habitat focus)
3. Make a deadwood denizen to take home
PM KS1

Mini beast hunts, scavenger hunts and mini beast making and finding out
about deadwood denizens
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Section 2

About the
Forest Environment
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Hale School Ancient Tree Project
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Sustainable forest and forest crafts

3.

A visit to the New Forest Museum

4.

Planting a hedgerow for food

5.

Foraging and cooking food from the wild

6.

Bees, honey and pollen grains
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Hale School Ancient Tree Workshop: Y2 Project
Workshop leader Bundy Riley with Georgina Babey
Workshop elements


Identification of the ancient tree by means of twig and leaf comparison.



Measurement of the girth and global positioning which has been recorded on
the New Forest National Park's Ancient Tree Survey website.



Knowledge gained on how we benefit from our use of trees i.e. wood for
furniture, fire, tools, food.



The biodiversity on and around this tree in particular. Its importance for rare
insects and organisms.



Historical events at the time this tree was a sapling, both local and national.

Looking at the Druids and Stonehenge. How these ancient peoples had a special
relationship with nature and their use of the tree alphabet.

After discussion and agreement with the head teacher, Patrick Hickman of Hale Park
was approached with a request to use the ‘Hale Park Oak' for science and art based
projects, allowing this very special tree, which is thought to be the largest and oldest,
so far recorded in the New Forest, to be used and celebrated into the future by the
community.
The tree is also on the Woodland Trust’s Ancient Tree Hunt website at
http://www.ancient-tree-hunt.org.uk/recording/tree.htm?tree=099c903b-e302-4907918c-891b745cc865
The correct girth measurement was provided by children using a long tape – at
8.78m this is the largest tree recorded so far in the New Forest.
15

Walking to Hale Park, measuring the girth of the tree, what can be found on the tree?

The afternoon of the same day was
spent looking at different aspects of
trees, in the classroom, including the
provision of food from trees for
insects, animals and humans.
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This workshop was followed up by looking at sustainable forestry, the uses of timber
and forest crafts led by Dave Dibden who contributed to projects in a number of
schools, each having a different context and therefore emphasis. These workshops
were designed for children to learn about sustainable forestry, which is important for
the continuation of the New Forest as a managed landscape in which horses as well
as the pigs, cattle and deer that provide us with food, play an important role.

Looking at trees and the forest practical workshops
Workshop leader – Dave Dibden
At Hale school, as part of a larger project on trees. Looking at insect houses, besom
brooms, deer antlers and other things from the forest.

A project on trees could be developed further with sessions on:
Cooking with fruit from trees
Foraging from trees
A focus on apple day
Planting trees see page
The importance of insects (making insect houses)
The role of bees and other insects in food production
The importance of trees for the Forest birds and animals
17

Dave also visited Hyde School as part of an Eco Week
Dave always includes a practical session, so that the children have hand-on
experience of traditional forest crafts. Here the children are making besom brooms
and hurdles, which are part of using the forest timber in a sustainable way.

He can be visited out in the forest where he works
The children from Breamore School went on a trip to the New Forest Museum, which
also included a walk in the forest with Dave, who talked to them about management
of the woodlands, and forest products utilizing different kinds of timber. Below he is
demonstrating a range of forest crafts including charcoal burning and hurdle making
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A visit to the New Forest Museum
As part of their New Forest project, children from Breamore School also visited the
Museum at Lyndhurst, which is an excellent teaching resource. The team there took
the children through different aspects of the New Forest and its products.

Looking at branding marks for horses and learning more about the forest

Learning about bees and looking at the skulls of animals

How to contact the Musem and access its educational resources can be found on
page 85
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Planting a food hedgerow at Morgan’s Vale and
Woodfalls Primary School
Workshop leader Gillian Bathe
The school wanted to plant a hedgerow that would provide food for bees, butterflies
and other wildlife, and edible wild food for the school. We used plants supplied free
from the Woodland Trust trees for schools scheme, supplemented by additional
trees from the Outreach Programme fund.
Additional information on Woodland Trust on page 94

They also were given some willow to root in the classroom. This was then used to
plant a willow shelter for the contemplative/spiritual area to be enclose by a low
hurdle fence, made by the children ( See below). The hurdle fence was constructed
during the course of a school Eco Day. This also served the purpose of protecting
the area with the newly planted hedge.
Further information on purchasing and using willow on page 102
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Foraging with Children for ‘wild edibles’ & Cooking with
wild edibles
Eco days at Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls Primary School,
Eco week at Hyde Primary School – Workshop Leader Georgie
Mortimer
Another way of supporting learning about food, sustainable food and the forest
environment is to look at not only foraging, but cooking and eating the wild foods
available. Bracken for bedding, turf and wood for burning, were in important part of
commoner’s rights in the past. People living in the forest in the past would have
caught eels, eaten meat raised in the forest, kept bees, made cider and other drinks
and preserves from what they grew themselves and what was available in the wild.
They would have recognized many plants and known what they could be used for.

A foraging workshop not only brings this tradition to life, but demonstrates what is
freely available today, and what it tastes like.

Autumn Foraging and cooking Hyde School Eco-Week
Collecting wild apples and berries

Preparing, cooking and tasting nettle soup.
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Summer foraging and cooking, Woodfalls and Morgan’s Vale
Eco Days

Queuing up for herb and nettle
Pancakes and elderflower cordial

See also page 78, making elderflower champagne

A really useful website is http://hedgerowharvest.org.uk
This is a great source for information, advice, ideas and recipes,
from which you can design your own foraging workshops. You can
plant your own food hedge at a cost of about £100-£200, or
supplement a free hedge pack from the Woodland Trust with your
own chosen species. Further info and contact page 94
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Eco week at Hyde School
The Eco Week at this small primary school (70 pupils) included a visit to Riverbourne
Community Farm, visit from a National Park Authority Education Officer, bread and
bread making, foraging for and cooking with wild foods, sustainable forestry talk and
practical workshop, felt-making Autumn fruits, learning about and tasting apples.
Julie Dalziell, the Headmistress of Hyde Primary School Summarises the value of
the Eco Week project and some of the ways in which it was developed as follows:
“Eco Week was part of a longer term, school-wide topic on SUSTAINABILITY, the aim of
which was to develop children’s understanding of the ways in which they can become good
stewards of the Earth. Through the wider curriculum the children investigated ways of
reducing, reusing and recycling materials and found out about endangered species. The
older children researched the effects of global warming and considered how further damage
to the environment can be prevented, including looking at their own eco footprints.

The children also learnt about where their food comes from, including considering food miles
and Fair Trade. The theme of our Harvest Festival, which was held in our local church and
attended by parents and the wider community, was ‘sustainability’. The service included
poems and reflections written by the children as well as songs and music on the same
theme which were especially composed for the occasion. Our chosen charity was the
Trussell Trust and our families donated an amazing collection of food for the local food bank.

The activities undertaken by the children during Eco Week enabled them to focus quite
specifically on local food and their local environment: The foraging workshop and the breadmaking day enabled them to understand and experience the process of creating food from
its raw ingredients and this was reinforced through the KS2 pupils’ visit to Riverbourne
Community Farm. In the apple workshops and tasting sessions the children discovered the
incredible range of both the flavours and the varieties of this everyday foodstuff and they
were fascinated to find out that apples had originated in China. The woodcraft sessions
taught them about the importance of careful stewardship of the Forest and through the feltmaking workshops they were able to celebrate the wonderful textures and colours of
autumnal fruit.”
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Talking about bees, looking at pollen, making pollen
grains. Woodfalls Eco Day: Workshop leader Gillian Bathe
Pollen Grain investigations
I took in flowers and light scanning electron
photomicrographs of pollen grains. We talked
about the importance of pollination for plant
propagation, productivity, adaptation and survival.
We discussed insect pollination and the way that
flowers were adapted to encourage this. The
children were in mixed age groups and were able
to share observation and knowledge. They have previously been considering the
importance of bees in food production. I took in a portable black board and explained
the transference of pollen. I showed growing pollen tubes and the wide variety of
shapes of pollen grain. The fact that pollen, with its species-specific form can be
used to identify plant species in soil samples for archaeological and forensic
purposes was also mentioned.

Method
We then went on to construct forms of pollen grains
using soaked buff willow and tissue paper. This
involved the bending and twisting of willow wands to
form suitable structures. The covering of these 3D
shapes with cling film (for strengths and durability)
and then water-strong t issue paper. This dries to a crisp tight surface which can be
further embellished with additions such as packaging beads and ‘slugs’ or painted.
They can be converted into lanterns by hanging a
torch inside. .A considerable variety of cooperation
between participants is vital for the efficient handling of
the materials. It was necessary for the children to work
in pairs because the processes needed extra hands
and anticipation and there was a time allocation of an hour. The handling of willow,
cling film and wet tissue provided a wide variety of tactile, anticipatory and sensory
experiences. The children were grouped in pairs of older/younger partners.
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Results
The children displayed the expected range of dexterity and competence. This was
quite a challenging task because there are stages where the structures are quite
wobbly and slippery. Whole body as well as fine motor skills were required. They
remained focused and willing to adapt to the changing shapes that emerged. Such
flexibility and optimism are useful traits in creative construction. Many were keen to
take them home which demonstrated their satisfaction in the activity and product.

Conclusion
This project was initiated with memorable images which would remain with them. It
required the rapid learning and response to a variety of materials and the exercise of
cooperation, modelling and anticipation. It involved recall of information that they
had previously gained about the vital role of bees and insect pollination in food
production. The activity emphasized the limitations of
human sight, owing to the fact the pollen grains are too
small to be viewed with the naked eye. This introduces
the idea that many thinks in nature occur beyond our
sensory perception. Therefore without advances in
scientific knowledge and processes we might remain
unaware of the richness of life and indeed the subtle
and concomitant effects that human activity may have upon that life, e.g. the timing
or flowering and pollinator availability is critical for successful setting of fruit and
seed.
Because of the time of the year it was not possible to arrange a visit by a
beekeeper with a demonstration hive. This is always of great interest to the
children, and can be arranged through the New Forest Beekeepers Association.
See following page for details taken from their website
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We have a mobile Observation Hive, which we can take into schools
and other locations as and when desired. The funds for this were
donated by a grant from the New Forest Park Authority.
Observation Hive

NFDBKA have set up an Observation Hive with the support and a grant from the
New Forest National Park Authority. This will be used by experienced beekeepers
within the Association for the purpose of educating the public, particularly young
people, about the fascinating world of the Honeybee. What is an Observation Hive?
The observation hive is a completely sealed unit where the honeybees can be
viewed carrying on their normal activities. This is a unique, safe learning experience.

With additional support materials: posters, charts, power-point presentations, honey
sampling, beekeepers` equipment and wax products we are able to offer
opportunities to experience the lifestyle of the honeybee and its importance to man.
All resources are subject to availability and will be added to in due course.

Talks and workshops can be tailored for the client audience and are equally suitable
for community groups of all ages and for schools. This would be of particular interest
to eco-schools and areas of the curriculum KS1 and 2 (mini-beasts, habitats,
environment, and lifecycles). Schools would have access to the publication `Bees in
the Curriculum`, produced by the British Beekeepers Association, which contains
teaching resources and shows how honeybee studies can be linked to many areas
of the curriculum. Individual requirements should be agreed with the speaker in
advance.

How to arrange an Observation Hive visit
Information regarding arranging a visit and on likely cost is available from the
Observation Hive coordinator through this email address nfbkaobservationhive@gmail.com
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Sustainability Enterprise Project
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Coombe Bissett Primary School World Food Week
Local Food and Sustainability
Coombe Bissett School decided to look at Local Food through the children’s own
environment linked to that of other cultures, which gave them an opportunity to look
at Fair Trade. This helped them to develop an RE project which they had were
already planning for that term. The outcome is recorded in this and in the Food and
Festivals section.
Their starting point for the local farming part of the world food project was a visit to
Riverbourne Community Farm (further information on page 93) where they engaged
in a number of activities that included watching washed wool being made from a
fleece

They then prepared their own wool from a fleece and made slippers, using the
scraps to make felt table mats.

Sorting flecce and making felt slippers
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They also tasted cheese and yoghourt made with local ewe’s milk. Sheep’s milk
products were supplied free of charge by Waitrose. It is worth trying your local
supermarket chain or local shop for donating produce or supplying it at cost.

Two further activities were based on local foods and sustainability. One group did
some role play work where they pretended to be farmers, shopkeepers and
supermarket managers. They had to explain to an audience why people should buy
food from them.

Local Food Display prepared by the class
teacher based on discussion with the children.
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The Wiltshire Farmers Market
Association came to talk to the children who
learned more about the importance of local food
and supporting local farms. The children tasted
strawberries grown at the local Bake Farm.
It is worth approaching your Local Farmers
Market, Transition group or growers,
who might be happy to come into school and
talk to the children as part of a Local Food project?

The second activity involved a discussion about local farms and the children had to
design their own farm, taking into consideration that they would have to make money
all year round

Above is one of the children’s designs for a farm that is sustainable throughout the
year, so includes activities that diversify from farming
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Breamore School Local Food and Farming Project
All about Sheep
Workshop Leader Farm: Jack McNulty
Workshop Leader for felt-making: Sarah Waters
The children visited a field behind Woodgreen Community Shop where the farmer
talked to them about pig and sheep husbandry and learnt that the meat from the
animals is sold in the shop.

Looking at Jack’s pigs and Jacob sheep

They then looked at all the pork and lamb produce in Woodgreen Community Shop.
They bought some sheep and goats milk products from the shop, and took it back to
school where they tasted it.
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They then filled in a flip chart with what they had tasted, and their responses

Having learnt about sheep they then processed their own wool from a fleece, and
felted it to make slippers. This involved a long process of sorting the wool from the
fleece, washing and drying it. They then had to card it to make it into long straight
threads and rolled it on a hand turned roller to complete the process. Using patterns
supplied by Sarah, they went through the process of felting the wool and forming it to
make slippers.

Through the all about sheep project they learned about animal husbandry, and all
the different products that we can get from sheep. They did not do any cooking with
meat, but looked at lamb meat products in their visit to Woodhgreen Community
Shop. They also learnt that wool can be a sustainable product, and felt a way of
making sustainable clothing.
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Local Food Project
Fordingbridge Junior School
Fordingbridge school developed a number of different activities in this project. We
supplied an apple tree and some strawberries in the autumn which they planted for
the following year’s harvest.

Year 4 had already planned a World War 2 project, so they had a talk and slide show
about food grown in a local nursery during the war, looked at ration books and food
rationing. Compared the need for sustainability during the war with today, and had a
visit from an elderly local woman, who talked about how she conserved fruit and
vegetables during the war by bottling and pickling.

Year 5 had a talk and slide show given by two local New Forest historians who
talked about the management of the New Forest and the way it was farmed both
historically and in the present day.

Year 5 visited two producers of Local Food: Lyburn cheese makers and
organic farm and Alderholt flour mill.
Seeing how cheese is made at Lyburn Farm

Contact information fo Lyburn Farm on page 87
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At Alderholt Mill they saw how the Mill worked and wheat is milled to make flour

The children took away flour and cheese
from their visits to the mill and cheese
makers.
At school they tasted the cheese, and then
used the produce as ingredients for their
cooking.
The children in both Fordingbridge and Breamore schools made their own bread,
churned their own butter, and made a cheese sandwich. At Breamore school they
made cheese tarts- both workshops were run by SPLAT cooking

Contact information for Alderholt Mill, page 87
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Breamore School-Local Food Project
Year 4 went to Trafalgar Fisheries to look at how trout is bred locally and the various
pools fed from the River Avon until they are ready to be eaten.

They were taken through the whole process, looking at the machinery, the feeding of
the fish and the various stages of breeding to the fully grown fish.

In the afternoon they had a cookery afternoon gutting and preparing the trout that
they had brought back from the Fishery and making a variety of dishes including
trout pate that they could then take home and share with their families.

Preparing fish, and the other ingredients to make a pate.

Contact information for Trafalgar fisheries page 87
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Burgate School and Sixth Form – Fordingbridge
Tasty beasts sculpture trail: Workshop leader, Charlotte Morton
The pupils looked at animals bred locally that provided food, and then made
sculptures of the animals made from recycled tree branches. This was to
demonstrate sustainable meat
production through using a
sustainable material to make
them. They then used one of
the images to design a Local
Food poster for the school.
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Burgate School and Sixth Form
Local Food Project: collaboration between the Food Technology and Art Departments
The pupils visited the village shop to choose local produce they wanted to use as the
basis of their card designs. Students studying Food Technology then developed
recipes using the design ingredient. These were sold in Woodgreen Community
shop, and in school to raise funding for further projects. In many ways recipe cards
work better than recipe books as people can choose individual recipes
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Those who had time went on to work out their designs in felt, learning about felt as a sustainable material
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Trafalgar Secondary School
Training and enterprise project with Year 10 ASDAN students
There were two parts to this project. Two students investigated the Woodgreen
Community Shop. They had to work to the following brief:


The nature of the business and the products or services provided



The organisational structure of the company, including a chart showing the
management structure.



Patterns of employment including part-time and full-time working, flexible work
practices and holiday entitlement.



Health and Safety requirements of the company and any different parts of the
company (if applicable)



Equal opportunities policies including recruitment and training

In this way they could look at the Local Food and Sustainability ethos of a not-for
profit community based business. In order to understand the business better, they
worked in the shop for a half-day each week, for a period of eight weeks.

Jack and Jim learning about finance from Jim Madge the Finance Manager,
and working in the shop

They conducted extensive interviews with Staff and Community Association officers,
Using worksheets compiled by their teacher.
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For the second part of the project, Working in three teams they had to design and
make some products to sell in the shop, based on principles of sustainability. They
had to sell their ideas to the manageress, discuss their products, and modify them
where necessary. They then had to price them and design their own logos, posters
and other marketing material.

Students pitching their products to Julie Bottone and Andrea Finn

They made three products: Bird cake, Key rings with
owls made of recycled materials, and packets made
of recyclable paper containing sweets, to hang on
the Christmas tree. They had to work out their costs
and decide on prices. Their products were sold in the
shop in the run up to Christmas.

Christmas Surprise, Wide Eyes Keyrings and Logo
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Section 4

Food and Festivals
1.

Chinese New Year

2.

Easter

3.

Pesach- Jewish Passover

4.

Diwali (2 projects)

5.

Harvest and Apple Day
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Breamore School: Food and Festivals Project
Chinese New Year
This workshop was run as part of the larger project and was organised and funded
by the school itself.
Gillian Bathe made two dragons using withy and recycled materials. The children
made dragon heads out of withy. When they had finished they performed a dragon
dance in the playground for the whole school.

They did some classroom work on China, looking at Chinese culture and some role
play, which took them through the process of going through an airport, having their
passports checked and travelling on a plane.

After discussing Chinese food, one of
the class teachers demonstrated
cooking a stir fry, which they could all
taste.
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Celebrating Easter: Cooking with Eggs Workshop
Food and Festivals Project at Breamore School
Organisation: Fit2cook
Workshop leader, Davina Tibbetts
Morning: Key Stage 2 Egg workshop: Duration 1 hour
15 pupils – make mini cheese quiches using Lyburn cheese

Investigation – yolks, whites, comparing different eggs, taste locally produced
cheese. Quiches to be cooked in staff room cooker.
** These pupils could tell their classmates about their cooking experience.

Afternoon: Key Stage 1 Workshop: Duration 1 hour
15 pupils – make eggy bread, which will be cooked and eaten. Pupils to decorate
egg shells, and planting cress inside on wet cotton wool.
** Remaining Key Stage 1 pupils could also make Cress Eggs in the classroom.
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Food and Festivals Project at Breamore School
Jewish Festival of Pesach (Passover)
Workshop Leader: Anna Potten

This was a one day cookery and making
workshop.

In the cookery workshops they used leeks to
make a vegetarian dish and baked Rose’s apple
cake. In both they used local produce. Both
recipes were made as part of the preparations
for a “Seder “the traditional communal meal eaten during Passover. A main element
of the Seder meal is the retelling of the story of the Jews escape from Egypt. A
“Seder Plate” is used in the storytelling. The five symbolic foods on it represent the
captivity of the Israelites, and their escape from Egypt. Everyone tasted all the
foods.
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In addition a group of older
children made decorative
model Seder plates. The
plates featured 3D versions
of shank bones, roasted
eggs, bitter and green
herbs and charoset, all named in English and Hebrew.
Members of this group also explained the Seder to the
school at the assembly.
The presentation ended with the whole school singing “Go Down Moses” reflecting
the importance of singing traditional songs at Passover Seder.
To help the children place the festival of Pesach, and the cooking and making of
Seder plates in a broader context the school arranged a visit. The children visited a
synagogue to see at first-hand a place of Jewish worship, and understand more
about Jewish culture.

Visit to Bournemouth Reform Synagogue
The Workshop was conducted by David Mellins

At BRS, they often welcome visits from local schools to tour their synagogue
and to learn about Judaism. Their dedicated team of teachers will happily
spend an hour with a class of any age-group and any size.
They also occasionally visit schools to run assemblies or to explain festivals.
If you would be like to arrange a visit, please contact Tammy who will be
happy to help on 01202 557736. 01202 317271
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Food and Festivals Project at Breamore School: Diwali
Organization: Pure Punjabi.
Workshop leaders - Surinder and Safia Bellamy.

Learning about Diwali

Preparing vegetables and mixing ingredients

Making bread
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World Food Week – Local Food and Sustainability
Coombe Bissett Primary School
At Coombe Bissett School they developed a Project which brought together food
from the children’s own culture with that of others unfamiliar to them. The local
emphasis was on farming and local food production. (See also page 33).

The children worked in mixed ability groups throughout a day. They worked through
four activities. One was based on Diwali and the foods eaten to celebrate the
festival. Another group had a Muslim visitor who spoke to the children about Eid al
Fitr, and the children had an opportunity to discuss the foods eaten during this
festival.

They had a class
focus on Mexico and
talked about the
foods they eat in
Mexico. The children
discussed the
different methods of farming they use in Mexico and the children had an opportunity
to taste Nachos.
They also had an opportunity to taste Pavlova (originally from Australia) which was
made from locally grown strawberries.
In a focus day on India they explore d different aspects of Hindu culture in the
classroom.
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Hindu food and Culture Cooking Workshop
Leader: Demi Ladwa
During that focus day, all the children participated in a cooking session. This was
held in the Village Hall, as more children could be accommodated, and there were
better cooking facilities than in school. They cooked curry and made breads. All of
the ingredients were sourced locally. Some were provided through local gardeners
who grew vegetables. Others were bought from our local Coombe Bissett shop.

Demi spoke to the whole school and they all took part in making bread

The children learnt how to prepare vegetables

The whole school enjoyed eating an Indian meal
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Celebrating Harvest
Wheat growing, milling and bread-making
Workshop Leader - Gillian Bathe
This workshop was held as part of an eco- week at Hyde school where the children
also did some foraging for a wild food autumn harvest
The children did some role play. Gillian showed them a scythe and they pretended
they were moving across a field scything the wheat. They milled some of their own
wheat, and mixed it with locally milled flour to make bread

Celebrating special days
There is a calendar of special food days throughout the year that can be celebrated
and form the basis of a project. (www.national-awareness-days.com)
For Hyde eco week they looked at apples and the apple harvest. Peter
Shakespeare, an expert apple grower with a good knowledge of apples and their
varieties talked to the children, and brought in lots of different apples for them to
taste
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Looking at and tasting different apples with Peter Shakespeare

Sarah Waters worked with the youngest children looking at autumn fruits and making
felt pictures, so they could think about wool harvested from sheep.

At Breamore school they made felt leaves to dress an apple tree that they planted in
the school grounds

Breamore School cooked with apples in Woodgreen Village Hall after an apple talk
and tasting. Fordingbridge School made apple crumble. We ran a lantern and
Halloween biscuit-making workshop for families in Woodgreen Village Hall, and ate
pumpkin pie and soup for lunch. A similar project could be run in school with a
pumpkin cooking workshop for the children. Decorative lanterns can be made as part
of a pumpkin harvest festival if the school does not want to celebrate Halloween.
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Section 5

Sustainability
through the Seasons
A creative approach to sustainability
with links to the National Curriculum
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Sustainability Awareness studies at Breamore School
The environment and local food
Workshop Leader: Gillian Bathe
These seasonally orientated, weekly sessions (1 ½ hours) took place after school
and were open to all ages. The intention was to open up an after-school opportunity
for children to learn about and participate in practical activities that promote land
stewardship through environmental awareness. By getting the children to appreciate
growing activities with their dependency on wildlife, we are automatically giving them
a perspective on stewardship and responsibility. There is also an enormous joy in
growing and observing plants and animals.
The purpose of the Local Food and Sustainability Project was to explain and
celebrate local and sustainably provided food that does not exploit the planet, thus
generating a respect for our food and a delight in its local qualities. As one of the
workshop providers, I have been able to contribute my accumulated skills that can
be used to connect the practical dependence upon the countryside for our food and
wellbeing with the criteria of the National Curriculum.
Here in the New Forest we have many resources that can make such studies
immediate. I have found that Michael Morpurgo’s Farming Year and Where my
wellies take me, and for class stories Alison Uttley The Country Child and Ralph
Whitlock’s Clara’s Country Year are useful resources. John Clare Shepherd’s
Calendar and Gerard Manley Hopkins prose and poetry and W.H. Hudson A
Shepherd’s life are also very evocative. Music would include Benjamin Britten folk
song arrangements Gustav Holst and Vaughan William’s Country suites, as well as
Folk song collections.
National curriculum and beyond: using everyone’s strengths
There are many ways in which cross curricular projects can be build up including
history, geography, meteorology, astronomy, numeracy (vital in recipe creation),
literacy, drama and music. Pupils can use IT to produce presentations and film of
their own first and second hand information. Drawings, diagrams, models, songs and
re-enactments are particularly useful for locking in memories and assessing
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individual achievement, whether they are able to write easily or not. This means that
even the lower end of primary school can take an important role such a project.
A food project provides wonderful multi- sensory opportunities for everyone.
The employment of smells, tastes, textures and action processes (e.g. kneading and
whisking) all encourage little used senses. These can be particularly memorable
and the smallest children may prove to be particularly sensitive and acute. Equally
those with alternative learning processes can find these natural and manageable,
and can benefit from them a great deal.
Clay comes into this project because of the making of containers (KS2 Art), looking
at ceramic or wooden condiment pots and spoons that are unaffected by corrosive
foods like fruit acids and vinegars, and the importance of sealing and preserving food
involving other natural products like rubber, wood, cork and traditional leather.
baskets, wooden bowls etc. There are many examples of C16 artefacts at the Mary
Rose, Portsmouth. In looking at this topic I wanted in particular to celebrate
abundance and explain how the ceramic jam and chutney pots, which the pupils
were making, were particularly good for the purpose.

While there are many obvious links with the art and science National Curriculum,
which provide tangible and sensory consolidation of the teaching of those subject
areas, the additional subjects of respect, awareness and stewardship of the
environment constitute important lessons at every session. These qualities are not
overtly emphasized but through careful handling of materials and conservationist
principles hopefully become habitual. A particularly important theme was avoiding
wastage of resources. For instance, windfall apples may have a few bruises and but
much of the fruit is good for pies and preserves.
Following is a timetable of the year’s activities with the general theme, the activities
that took place, the materials used, the outcome, and links with both the National
Curriculum and wider providers or other source material.
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Theme
Harvest
festival

activities

materials

outcome

Links with National Curriculum and links with
wider providers

Looking at grain types
Have stalks of the
common cereals making
bread for harvest
festival.

Local
Ingredients from
Woodgreen
community
Shop.
Cereal Grains

Ornamental white
and brown loaves
made for harvest
festival in Breamore
Saxon Church.
Enjoyed by every
child in the school
afterwards.

Unit 6B Micro-organisms (short unit)
Unit 5A Keeping healthy
Unit 3A Teeth and eating
Unit 2A Health and growth.
Climate 3a-d Green plants
'National Scheme of Work for D&T, KS1 and
KS2 (primary) and KS3 (secondary) versions both are a useful reference for secondary
teachers 'Bringing Baking to Life' materials
now on this site.
Curriculum matters - Secondary - Food
Forum
www.foodforum.org.uk/curriculum SecondaryPri Nat -KS KS .shtml
Food and the national curriculum | Teaching
strategies | What support is there? | ... to food
preparation, e.g. mixing, cooking, stabilizing,
preserving foods. Egypt

Apples
Blackberries.
Merino tips for

The children used
all their senses to
explore fruit and
appreciate.
Emphasis on using
windfalls, tasting
old varieties from
various local
gardens.

Apple Day - National Awareness Days
www.national-awareness-days.com/appleday.html
http://www.woodlandadventurers.com/ForestSchool-PLUS(2199657).htm
www.gardeningwithchildren.co.uk/schoolzone/national-curriculum
http://www.farmsforschools.org.uk
Micro-organisms
5f. that micro-organisms are living organisms

The Fable of the
Grasshopper and the
Ant.
Joseph and the lean and
fat kine

Fruit picking
Apple and
blackberries

Tasting, drawing
painting including using
blackberry juice.
Really searching for
multiple colours
Felt apple making.
Action farming song
Now all the farmers from
far and wide.

felting
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Felt apples
They learned the
action song with
gusto.
This was ultimately
filmed for the
documentation Of
the sponsorship
Corn dollies

Making corn dollies.
Involving coordination
dexterity and memory
for rhythmic plaiting

Straw (soaked)
or paper art
straw can be
done in Rush.

Over
wintering
Winter birds,
animals

Using Acorn ink from
last year. Commenting
upon in the poor harvest
of resources later on.

Knopper gall ink
Pens
Hips haws
Beech masts
and seeds.

Bird feeders

Clay (fired)and wire*
(use goggles) used to
make squirrel proof bird
feeders
Bird feeders

Lard
Warming ring
Wooden spoon
and large pan
Wooden boards
for tables. Wire
pliers, goggles
masking tape for
ends of wire
(flags)

A good display
subject for both
Christmas and
Harvest decoration
Not done

This was done at
the end of term
when we were
preparing
Christmas gifts.
Parents came in
and family wreaths
were made as well
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that are often too small to be seen, and that
they may be beneficial (for example, in the
breakdown of waste, in making bread) or
harmful (for example, in causing disease, in
causing food to go mouldy)

Traditional customs pagan and Christian

Living things in their environment
5. Pupils should be taught: a. about ways in
which living things and the environment need
protection
3aGreenplants light air temperature
3d Plant reproduction and food storage for next
generation.

Autumn
colour

Local clay and matching
of earth colours to show
Autumn

Clays and ink
Leaves
Powder paint
and earth
colours.

Painting of leaves
and fruits

Life Processes
Reproduction and death.
Annual plant cycle of fruiting/seed-provision
and preparation for dormancy, hibernation,
storage, burial
Hibernation (Nature's Secrets) [Library Binding]
Paul Bennett (Author)

Preservation Slab clay skills to make
lidded pots.

Clay impressed
with natural
plant materials

These became
functional and
enduring Christmas
gifts for the family
to enjoy.
They would contain
preserves made
from abundant
autumn fruits

Life processes nutrition using plant stores of
fruit and grain.
Food chain supported by green plants.
Importance. (Feeding relationships)
http://www.farmsforschools.org.uk
Traditional preservation techniques (history)

Christmas is
coming and
the Goose is
getting fat

Screen printing
equipment
Fabric

Printed fabric made
into cushions for
sale of work.

Traditional, the arrival of winter meat.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/uk/indepth/whereto-see-migrating-geese.shtml
Moral There are Mother Goose tales, such as
a farmwife might have told; there is the
proverbial goose that laid the golden eggs,
warning about the perils of greed.
Historical. The geese in the temple of Juno on
the Capitoline Hill were said by Livy to have
saved Rome from the Gauls around 390 BC
when they were disturbed in a night attack. The
story may be an attempt to explain the origin of
the sacred flock of geese at Rome

Drawing and screen
printing of Breamore
Geese (school mascot)
Family making evening
to prepare items for
Christmas Fair
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Wreaths

Family wreath making
on the last session
before Christmas.
The children began by
singing their carol.

Willow and
hazel wands to
make rings,
Evergreen
branches
including bay
and rosemary
String wire
strong scissors
wire cutters.
Moss or
newspaper
Berries and
bright fruits
(crab apples and
tangerines)
spices (cloves
and cinnamon

The adults proved
extremely useful
a) to help construct
the initial structures
for the wreaths

Andy Goldsworthy
power point of
sculptures.
Ice music moon
magic video of
Scandinavian ice
instruments

Solid water

Ice sculpture/painting
Create ice sculptures
Photograph these before
they melt. A second
session can involve
using ice coloured fleece
and silk to make an ice
felt picture .Candlemas
poem learned off by
heart over the next few
weeks

Dark paper
Frozen paint
Paper towels to
hold ice with.
Camera

Snow drops

Looking, Drawing and

Dark paper

b)to assist making
the bird cake and
pack it in the
feeders
c) To assemble the
candles and repair
ceramics (using
Araldite resin) that
had come adrift
during firing.

Outreach
Community activities.
Communication
Sharing ideas, knowledge and skills.
This even enabled us to explain out project to
the parents and to promote awareness of
sustainability.
(The use of traditionally imported spices and
citrus fruits accentuated the prized position that
such commodities traditionally held).
The message being if we import goods we
should treasure and appreciate them.

2 d (reversible changes)
4 a-d The earth and beyond.
Climate/geography

Natural Antifreeze
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enjoying their delicacy
and strength

chalk pastel or
white
gouache/powder
paint

St Bridget’s
1st Feb

Making the crosses

Rushes from the
marsh

Story of St Bridget
Eleanor Farjeon

Candlemas
2nd Feb

Earth candles
Charles Causley’s
Candlemas poem
recited with the burning
earth candles in the
evening light.

Recycled candle
or bees wax (we
used a
combination

Thinking about the
dormant seeds and
animals waiting for
Spring

Catkins and
pussy
willows
primroses

Drawing and painting

Easter Eggs

Moulding hollow eggs
and decorating them the
next week.

Clay, glaze
underglaze
colours

Slab moulding skills

Hen
Packaging

Eggshell sculptures
Small woolen chicks

Clay, glaze,
underglaze
colours, wool,
felt for beaks,
Small chocolate
eggs for eating

Slab moulding skills

Chicks

Drawing newly hatched
chicks

Water colour
paints and
crayons

New life for Easter
Observing chicks
closely and drawing

2 a,b,c,d,g Changing materials

Plant reproduction wind pollination
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Working very calmly for the little chicks

Dandelions
flowers

Drawing
Making tissue paper
models on a paper plate.
Next two weeks
Dandelion felted bag

Dandelion
seeds

Examination under a
microscope
Model making using
wires, rods thread
Parachute competition

Apple
blossom

Drawing

Dog roses

Drawing and painting

Painting and
drawing
materials

Observing the
preparation of
Rose hips, like
apples fruit behind
petals in swollen
receptacle

NC 3c Plant reproduction

Painting bowls printing
with strawberry leaves

Underglaze
paints
Glaze
Firing

Strawberry bowls in
which to put
strawberries.
Which they ate

Late season for berries, but good when it finally
arrived.
Variation in seasons.

Making elder flower
cordial/champagne

Elderflowers
Sugar

Preservation
NC 5 f Microorganism’s Natural yeasts in the
through bottling and flowers. (This should be compared to sour

Elder flower
flavor and

Close scrutiny of
composite flower

Glue guns
Goggles
Thread needles
Dowel
Willow
Silk and wool

Test parachutes out NC 2. C forces and motion gravity and aero
of an upstairs
foil
window, or balcony. NC Adaptation
(Safety
precautions)
Film performance
and discuss design
qualities.
Preparation of
images for Autumn
fruit production
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usage

Giant Pollen
grains

Working in teams.
Learning about modeling
with willow.
Trying to use full lengths
rather than cutting (the
power of the twist and
the flex)
Learning to feel the way
that a wand needs to
bend.
Forming structure,
Applying wet tissue.
(see page 29)

Lemons
citric Acid
Fermentation
vessels
Bottles
Clean cooking
facilities

brewing.
Elderflowers

dough process in bread making).
If there are reservations about making alcoholic
drinks remember that this is a traditional
fermentation process that has an important
lesson in Organic chemistry.
The importance of responsible consumption of
alcohol can also be addressed.
PSHE(Personal Social Health Education)
See that no added yeast is necessary in elder
flower champagne.
Historical use of brewing to provide safe fluids
to drink. e.g. small beer.

Electron
micrographs of
pollen grains.
7’Soaked buff
Willow
PVA
Wet-strengthissue paper or
Muslin, paint or
coloured tissue,
bin bags,
overalls, mops
and buckets,
towels.
Helping adults
and seniors.
Honey tasting

Enlarged pollen
grains that are very
light and may be
coloured.
These can be used
as lanterns with
safe lights
(spray with fire
retardant as
routine)

Visual scale and enlargement
The limitations of human perception.
Class mutual cooperation/ team work.
Sensitivity to material.
Skills and patience perseverance with
tissue/muslin application
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Autumn
Harvest
The children looked at different
grains ‘in the ear’ and we talked
about staple foods. Just in time for
harvest festival we made bread
with flour from the local Alderholt
mill. Our bread was tasty and
sustaining and it contained local honey too. Everyone in school had a sample after
the Festival at Breamore Church. They learnt that even bread needs microorganisms
to rise, and that just because we cannot see things it does not mean that they are
not important. We talked about the fact that the soil is full of bacteria and fungi
making material available for plants to absorb. Mycorrhiza work in close harmony
with plants and are especially important for our trees’ health.
Autumn Fruit Flowers
The children painted Michaelmas Daises for Michaelmas on 29th September.

They also imagined what it was like to be a bee. We talked about bee swarms, about
one I found earlier in the year, and the New Forest Beekeepers coming to take it to a
hive in the Forest. We talked about local honey made with pollen collected by bees
from heather in the forest.
The next week I brought Apples for the children to draw,
paint and taste. They really enjoyed the range of flavours
of the old varieties. We talked about slow growing plants
(trees). The murals in Woodgreen village hall show
apple pickers and beehives. This led to thinking about
the forest environment, and how well fruit bushes and trees grow in our local soil,
and about trees in the New Forest and other aspects of the forest landscape.
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Preserving Food
We talked about preserving
surplus fruit, making clay
experiments, by impressing
and modeling hedgerow
fruits and then using the
patterns on jam pots over
the next three weeks. After
Half term it was the turn of
the younger children to join
in. Some of the
enthusiastic older ones remained as helpers. They shared their song and we
learned new ones.
Autumn Season
By November the autumn colours
were evident and I brought in
deciduous leaves for the children to
identify and paint. Local clay was
used to paint autumn leaves, as it
gives rich ochre yellow which combines with the
commercial terracotta clay to give a good palette of colour. Here was a chance to
think about the soil and the way that leaves fall and replenish the ground with leaf
mould. The idea of celebrating soil (clay) as well as living things from the locality
gives a more complete picture of our Forest environment and resources. We also
worked clay to make tiles, and to extend awareness of the different features of the
leaves.
Christmas
The children learnt The Holly and the Ivy and we talked about the bees finding last
nectar from ivy flowers, which are now all over. I brought in evergreens, and having
identified them, the children made candle holders and wreaths for Christmas.
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They made terracotta candle holders impressed and modelled with Ivy and holly
leaves. While they worked we used the names of the plants that
they choose. On the last session before the holidays they made
beeswax candles, so that the bees’ packaging material would
have a traditional place in the children’s contribution to the
Christmas table.
There needs to be close adult supervision and precautions for
handling the wax. The wax melts readily in a large dog food tin on a baking tray in
the electric oven 68oC for paraffin wax and 36oC for beeswax. A double boiler can
be used but it is slower. This however is useful if the wax is to be
taken outside, because the water bath keeps the temperature. The
candles were made to fit the children’s holders, using pre-dipped
string as a wick inside a cardboard sleeve lined with cling film.
Without cling film the wax sets into the cardboard and will not
release. The cylinder is pressed into a soft clay pad to make a seal for the base.
Pour a little at a time in order to avoid break outs. Once about an inch has set it
could be put in the fridge. Although it is possible to colour
the candles using grated wax crayons, this sometimes
produces rather murky colours. Candles were made using a
combination of beeswax (locally sourced) and recycled
paraffin wax (from the previous year’s advent Carol Service
in the cathedral). This connection with seasonal ecclesiastical ceremonies makes a
historical and spiritual connection between the land and humanity. (See also Earth
candles for Candlemas). Thought can be given to the important sources of light in
the dark months. The symbolism of light especially in winter festivals, including the
sunrise/sunset of the solstices is a continuous thread throughout our history and
prehistory, and the necessity to life of light and warmth.
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As the school emblem
is a goose. We looked
at some locally raised
geese, and made
screen printed
cushion covers and bags for sale in the Christmas Fair
Silk screen printing.
This is a fast fun and demands good class cooperation and team work. This process
takes some equipment to set up (cost about £30 per screen): you can make your
own screens and use window cleaning squeegees from a surplus store.
The mesh needs to be stretched tight and like a canvas this can be done with thin
lathes slipped in under the mesh onto the frame. The real advantage of silk screen
printing is that the image is not reversed so that words can be printed. Also you can
add layers by directly tracing off the previous image through the mesh. This makes
registration (successive print alignments) very straightforward. The process is good
for paper or textiles but you need to use a medium that will march what you are
printing onto. (e.g. fabric paints that can be fixed by heat for cloth). Stencils and
group designs can be quickly printed for fetes and Christmas gifts/wrapping. Screen
printing used to be solvent based and therefore toxic and difficult to use in schools.
Now there are several water based systems which avoid the noxious chemicals.
Daler Rowney have made a medium to add to their system 3 acrylic paints, so they
can be used as a non-toxic printing ink. There is a useful You Tube video
If you search-Daler Rowney System 3 printing. Two other useful sites are:
http://www.nontoxicprint.com/starchbasedserigraphy.htm (Make your own medium)
and http://www.georgeweil.com/selectasine.aspx for other commercial products, or I
am available to run screen printing workshops for staff/pupils.
The children also made squirrel proof bird
feeders from ceramic and galvanized builder’s
wire. In the last week the children threaded
their constructions onto a hanging wire, and
packed them with the bird cake they had made
from seeds mixed with lard (any melting supervised by adults). The children were
involved in adding and stirring the high energy crumbs and seeds to the cake.
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Winter/Spring
Epiphany -The coming of the Magi
We looked at recycling and made junk sculptures based on the coming of the Magi.
Our use of junk had the dual purpose of marking the seasons and thinking about the
particular waste/importance of packaging over Christmas.

Winter Ice
The winter season led to talking about seasonal foods, reduction of food miles and
reducing preserving costs, for example deep freeze electricity, by bottling and
preserving foods in other ways. Because most children live in warm homes, they
might not be so acutely aware of the cold and the part it plays in the natural cycle. To
explore this we use frozen paint to make ice pictures, we looked at Andy
Goldsworthy ice sculptures and create tiny ones of our own. We also used coolcoloured tissue and fleece to make pictures based on our contemplation of cold.

Making earth candles for Candlemas
The children went outside to the school garden and made small holes for the
candles. They were given string dipped in wax as wicks. The site is at river level, and
as the river was high, the wax was poured into cold water and made very weird and
wonderful shapes. This provided a starting point for some observations about the
difference between liquid wax and liquid water, which initially looked very similar.
Our earth candles are all about the hidden dormant life in the soil and hope
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expressed for the coming growing season. It follows on from Plough Sunday ,12
days after Epiphany, when the plough is blessed in church with the same purpose of
hope for the future harvest, so again can be tied in with the ecclesiastical calendar
where required.
We then went into the classroom and I demonstrated the making
of a St Bridget’s crosses so that every child could make their own.
In most cases the most difficult part of this is the holding of the
rushes still as you work. Helpful points include preparing enough
rushes of the right length and having them to hand. Instructions for making a St
Bridget Cross can be found on the Internet.
Easter
Which came first the Chicken or the Egg? We thought about the value and
symbolism of chicken and eggs, and of eggs as non-destructive source of protein.
Drawing Hens

I brought in some hens in a purpose made coop with acrylic top and open wire side.
They begin by observing the hens, and then they drew, painted and modelled them.
They were encouraged to think about eggs as ‘worlds’ (environments) for unhatched
chicks. We then looked at eggs and talked about day length and egg- laying. They
moulded hollow eggs and decorated them.
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Using egg-shells to make sculptures

Drawing 4 day old chicks.
Ideally it would be best to to have an incubator in the classroom
and have children participate in the turning and monitoring of the
incubating eggs. They could then witness the communication of
the chick with the ‘mother’ prior to hatching, the ‘imprinting’ with
first encoutered animals. Young
chicks are happy to be handled
and are not distressed by
modelling for artists. I was fortunate to have a hatch
just prior to the workshop. The
children can learn that there will
also be fatalities, hatching is a
strenuous business, as the weakest do not survive. Through
understanding this they learn that life and death are both part of the
reality of animal rearing.

We discussed what would happen to the chicks. The fact that the sex of chicks
cannot always be easily determined means that you don’t know how many hens you
will be able to add to your flock, and what happens to the cockerels? The fact that
poultry can also be used for meat production raised the importance of mixed farming
for the provision of dairy products, eggs and also wool (non destructive animal
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harvesting) which involves rearing male animals too. The principles of good
husbandry and quality of life are significant here. The valuable contribution of animal
manure to the soil also results from a mixed farm. So arable farms have to import
more soil additives whether organic or inorganic. Here the children can learn about a
realistic and dynamic balance of nurture and practicality. The idea of stewardship of
the land fits easily into this scenario.

Flowering and fruiting Drawing- Primroses, dandelions, daffodils
Dandelions and primroses make delicious wine and dried ground
dandelion roots used to be as wartime substitutes for coffee.
However we really used these spring flowers to celebrate the
coming of warmth from the sun. We looked at their structure and
adaptation for insect pollination/seed dispersal. The structures and
colours have added riches when magnified. The children enjoyed
using magnifying glasses and drawing enlargements of these
commonly over-looked flowers.

They then went on to use fleece to felt dandelion bags, using their new observations

for details. In this way I try to encourage first hand exploration, wonder and hopefully
a creative response, because imagination and appreciation of nature can be an
important precursor of developing children’s awareness and responsibility for the
countryside.
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Summer
Learning about giant buds
The idea of eating buds (lettuces, Brussels sprouts and cabbages) and flowers
(cauliflowers) is sometimes a surprise for the
children. The increased food value of the growing
species of plants where the concentrated plant
growth takes place) can be talked about . Red
cabbages have the additional attraction of producing
a useful indicator dye (blue with alkali and pink with
acid). Also the cross section gives an excellent
opportunity for drawing contours. If there is not time for a longer exercise then they
can take a section of a red cabbage and make a print on newsprint. The cut red
surfaces bleed lines onto the paper.
Making Elderflower Champagne

Elderflower champagne recipe
1 gallon of water
1 bag of granulated sugar
2 sliced lemons
7 big elderflower heads
Method
Mix all in a large jug. Cover with cling film. After 3 days strain and bottle into plastic
bottles (the pressure created is often enough to make these unstable)
This can involve physics as well as chemistry and biology. Attach the bottle to a tall
transparent pipe and see how high a float rises.
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Drawing Strawberries – making strawberry bowls

This was an opportunity for the
children to look at flowers with an
eye for food. I took in some
alpine strawberries for the class
to observe, draw and paint. The small scale and delicacy necessitated the use of
hand lenses. They always enjoy doing this, it really helps them to concentrate and
look hard before they draw. Strawberries are useful because they show both fruit
and flowers both the same time.
The aim was for the children to
make a strawberry bowl. This
took various forms depending
upon the individual. Most
decided to decorate a moulded
bowl. So the next session was
spent preparing the bowls from rolled slabs of clay. This
was a skill that they have used previously and it was interesting to see how some
remembered the processes quite well. Mistakes are often made when working with
clay, but this is an essential part of getting to know the characteristics of the material.
We decorated the leather-hard bowls with slip and modelled
strawberries. One boy perfected a technique of printing using a
slip covered leaf.

Finally I was able to bring in cultivated strawberries for them to compare with the wild
variety.
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Section 6

Resources used on
this project
Links to additional resources
can be found in this section and
throughout the folder
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National Park Authority Resources Information
We have developed projects using:
1.

Group visits to the New Forest Museum
The New Forest Centre Lyndhurst Hampshire SO43 7NY Tel 023 8028 3444
Email: office@newforestcentre.org.uk.
Website: www.newforestcentre.org.uk/contact

2.

Visits to schools by as part of their outreach programme
The National Park Education Department offers school workshops free of
charge, and have a wide range of downloadable information files etc.
available on line (see below). The link to the section of the national park
website which shows the education provision in the Forest and how to contact
the different providers is:
http://www.newforestnpa.gov.uk/info/20091/schools and groups

The map on the website gives a good indication of the area we at NPA are able to
cover, i.e. The Forest and schools within about 4 miles of the park boundary.
Contact: Sue Palma, Education Officer: Direct Line: 01590 64 6680

Re charging, at present the NPA ask for a donation when working in
schools, and meet schools on Crown lands free of charge, as we are
able to claim Educational Visits from the New Forest HLS Scheme.
There is also a Travel Grant Scheme (fingers crossed for next year!) available to all
NF schools and those close to the boundary whilst funds last – see next page.

3.
Visits can also be organised with the outreach team at the
Museum
Look on their website for details of their charges

The New Forest National Park Authority can provide
advice on sources of grant funding for projects, contact
01590 646 600
enquiries@newforestnpa.gov.uk for more information.
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Travel Grant Scheme
Claim up to £250* towards the cost of transport when you book
with any member of the New Forest National Park Educators’
Forum.
Avon Tyrell

National Trust

Beaulieu and Buckler’s Hard

New Forest Centre

Blashford Lakes Centre

New Forest National Park Authority

Calshot Activities Centre

New Forest Wildlife Park

Countryside Education Trust

Patrick’s Patch

Exbury Gardens

Paulton’s Park

Ferny Crofts Activity Centre

Rockbourne Roman Villa

Forestry Commission

Sandy Balls Holiday Centre

Foxlease Activity Centre

St. Barbe Museum

Hants and Wight Trust for Maritime
Archaeology

Sunrise Bushcraft
Testwood Lakes Centre

Hampshire Country Learning

Tile Barn Outdoor Centre

Lepe Country Park

Woodlander Hoburne Bashley

Minstead Study Centre

* April to July 2013: £150, September 2013 to March 2014: £250
For contact details for each organisation, go to
http://www.newforestnpa.gov.uk/education-providers
How to claim your Travel Grant.
Once you have booked your visit, contact Sue or Leanne at
sue.palma@newforestnpa.gov.uk or leanne.atkinson@newforestnpa.gov.uk
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Other Visits and Visitors making a small or no charge
Lyburn Cheese-makers
They can accommodate small school groups at particular times of the year. They are in the
process of developing their educational facilities. Contact and discuss your needs with them.
Contact: Mike and Judy Smales : lyburncheese@ hotmail.com. They can demonstrate how
cheese is made, talk about their organic farm and the way the cheese making is powered by
solar panels

Alderholt Mill
They do not take groups as a matter of course, but were happy to take part in our project.
They can show small groups around the mill. Contact: Sandra & Richard Harte: Phone / Fax
01425 653130: Email: enquiries@alderholtmill.co.uk

Peter Shakespeare – Apple expert
Peter is a retired Scientist formerly working at Salisbury District as Director of Research in
the Burns and Plastic Surgery Unit, and also as Scientific Director of the Laser Clinic. His
interest in apples in fact started at school, but lay dormant until about 20 years ago when he
started buying trees for the garden and has developed since then. He is a real enthusiast,
extremely knowledgeable and very good in the classroom. Parents could also be involved
with this as he loves identifying apple varieties. He asks for a small donation to a local
hospice as payment. Contact: email: pgs@moot133.demon.co.uk

Trafalgar Fisheries
Farm Address: Barford Fish Farm, Downton, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP5 3QF
http://www.trafish.com/: Tel No: 01725 510448: email: inform@trafish.com
This was organised directly through Breamore School.

General
Farmers can obtain grants for enabling visitors to understand their work. Many farms have
open days which are full of first-hand information. There may be local Transition Groups
Farmers’ Markets, Small Holders and Producers who are usually happy to talk about their
products and may even be interested in visiting school. You may have a contact with a
Commoner in your school who can talk about communing in conjunction with a New Forest
Education Team visit. You may have a parent with cooking skills, or who has knowledge of a
different culture, and can help with a Food and Festivals or World Food project. Many
churches have Fair Trade links and are happy to visit schools.
See also Page 94 for fee trees for schools
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River Bourne Community Farm
Administration Manager: Jane Wilkinson, Education Coordinator: Saje
Hancock and Education Assistant and Trails Project Leader: Kat Hill.

Contact:
The farm was launched in 2010 and stretches over 80 acres of
water meadows, paddocks and arable in the village of Laverstock,
Salisbury.
It is run by a small team of staff and many volunteers using
sustainable methods to recreate a 1950s/60s traditional working
farm.

Education plays a large part in the life of the farm. Students from
local schools gain tremendous benefit from the day to day work of the farm as an
inspirational outdoor learning resource.
Farm Topics:


River exploration - dipping from platform over
River Bourne



Meadow exploration activities



Nature trails x 2 - Water meadows and Arable
land and Downs



The “Farm Experience”, to see and learn about
farm animals, crops, machinery



Cycle of life (animals) chickens, sheep, cattle,
goats



Animal homes, fields, barns, pigsties, chicken
coops, nests, burrows, holts



Diversity of habitat, arable fields, hedges,
ditches, water meadows, the Downs, the River
Bourne.



Ethics in farming. GM food, animal welfare, the
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use/abuse of fertilisers, pest control and organic farming.


Changes in farming methods through the ages.



Land Studies, crop rotation, animal husbandry and machinery



Stimulus for art, opportunity for animal, plant and landscape sketching.
Physical geography, maps, contours, geology, soil sampling, pH levels

Objectives:
The farm was set up as a response to the lack of contact most people have with
farming even in a rural area like South Wiltshire. Up to the 1950’s many small farms
on the edge of towns and cities were run with the help of local people who enjoyed
the fresh air, exercise and the social aspects of traditional farming. Most farms now
employ very few people as crops are produced using machinery and chemicals to
reduce the amount of labour needed. While this is an effective way to produce lots of
food quickly it has led to poor understanding of where food comes from and the role
that farming plays in maintaining rural landscapes and wildlife. Many of the
volunteers who work on the farm have been involved in farming during their careers
or as they grew up.
The River Bourne is a chalk stream which becomes a winter bourne further
upstream. This means the river only runs on the surface during winter floods. The
rest of the year it runs underground through the chalk.
Farm Trails
Two educational farm trails are in place. The first trail takes students to the River
Bourne, a chalk stream of high wildlife importance, through water meadows, along a
hedged lane to livestock barns and by paddocks with sheep, cattle and pigs.
The second trail takes students along a sunken farm lane to high ground above the
village with commanding views of Salisbury and the surrounding rural landscapes.
Cereal crops, woodland and chalk grassland contrast with urban and amenity green
spaces along the way.

Each trail lasts approximately an hour with ten 4 minute stops. The basic trails can
be developed into half or full day educational sessions. Further trails are being
developed around the Parish as part of a Heritage Lottery Grant.
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Dave Dibden – Forester
Contact: 02380872679 or see my website for more information
www.newforestcoppicecrafts.co.uk
Having worked in forestry for around 20
years I have a great passion for
woodlands and am keen to share my
knowledge and skills with others.
Sustainable woodland management
provides an environment which helps to
promote and is necessary for the survival of all types of flora and fauna. I manage
hazel woodland using both traditional and modern tools, proving that it is possible to
work with nature whilst at the same time ensuring the woodland will be maintained
and flourish for future generations.
I run a variety of half day and whole day sessions for children from the ages of 5
upwards. These can be inside or outside activity sessions depending on available
facilities where children are able to gain 'hands on' experience and by the end of the
session they will have gained a valuable and unforgettable experience and see for
themselves something which they have made.
I have a passion for sharing my knowledge of the woodland and demonstrate many
traditional skills including: interwoven fencing, hurdle making and besom broom
making. I can also share other skills like peg making and flowers all made from
hazel. Recently a variety of classes contributed to edging their garden with
interwoven fencing which they all had the greatest of pleasure showing to their
parents, and which they all had proudly contributed to.
In 2012 I featured in a BBC2 documentary 'A Year in the Wild' which showed a year
of my working life in the New Forest, along with other people whose life is mainly
centred on working in the forest.
My fees are flexible and depend upon the type of workshop provided, please contact
me for further details.
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Sarah Waters – Feltmaker
Contact: Address: Holly Cottage, Brook Lane, Woodgreen,
Fordingbridge, Hants, SP6 2AZ: Email: swtextiles@aol.com
Website: www.sarahwaterstextiles.com
What is Feltmaking?
Feltmaking is an ancient craft that dates back thousands of
years. It is the only non-woven form of fabric. Roman soldiers
wore felt breast plates (to blunt arrows), tunics, boots and socks.
The earliest felt found in Scandinavia dates back to the Iron Age
where bodies were covered in felt inside tombs.
As a professional feltmaker, I have almost twenty years of experience in the art of
feltmaking together with the background of knowledge sheep breeds and fibres
having farmed a large flock of rare and minority breeds since the age of thirteen. The
versatility of felt makes it a good use in numerous textile applications within schools.
It is a very inclusive technique that allows all participants, at any level and ability, to
join in and be creative. I have worked with children who have learning/behavioural
difficulties and they find feltmaking a very tactile and hands on process, allowing
them the freedom to be expressive.

How does it work?
Feltmaking is the use of natural fibres (usually sheep’s fleece) together with warm
soapy water that allows the scales on the fibres to open up and entangle or met
together with each other. It is the alkalinity of the soap (usually olive oil soap to avoid
any allergies) together with friction (using hands, bubble wrap or roller blinds) that
forms the ‘matted fibres’. Although water and soap are used the process remains a
relatively non messy activity.

How can it fit into the curriculum?
Research has shown that using sustainability principles helps pupils have a positive
attitude to their future and learning. This in turn means children are more engaged
and have better results. Feltmaking can fit into all areas of the curriculum. For
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example maths is used for measuring size and shrinkage rates of felt and for
weighing out the fleece used. History and geography can be incorporated with
information about breeds, locations and types of fibres that different breeds produce
and their applications. Pupils can design, make and evaluate their felt products, from
a small bowl to a large and more complicated hat. Practical work helps develop
children’s understanding of scientific processes and concepts.
In the past I have worked with children making slippers- this was linked to the
national curriculum topic of footwear and clothing; felt pictures of autumnal fruit were
made as part of a school’s Eco Week and many more applications.
Cost and Applications
Apart from the cost of the raw material (the fleece) felt making can be an integral part
of the curriculum at a relatively cheap cost.
It is also possible to instruct teachers in a relatively short period of time to
have enough skills for them to then teach their students.

Lengths of workshops: These can vary depending on numbers of children/groups
and projects ideas. The minimum would be a one hour workshop. For teachers a
day’s tuition is ideal but a minimum for

hours would be needed for them to have

enough knowledge to then be able to teach their pupils.
The following are a selection of possible workshops with children and/or teachers:
Small/short workshops (from 1hour to 4 hours): Felt pictures, 3D bowls, cases or
structures, flowers, beads, bangles and Jewellery, basic use of fleece and blending
fibres
Large/longer projects (1 day to 1 week): Slippers, Hats, Bags, 3D birds or
animals, Group wall hangings
Additional visits and work linked with feltmaking: Other topics are easily linked
to the subject of feltmaking. These could include farm visits and use the fleece from
sheep’s back to finished item. This would show that there are other by products from
the sheep- from the meat to milk, cheese and yoghurts. I have held tasting session
within the school environment, as part of looking at the whole versatility of the sheep
and how food and sustainability work within the farming industry.
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Foraging with Children for ‘wild edibles’
Cooking with wild edibles
Contact: Georgie Mortimer: mail@georgiemortimer.co.uk
Tel: 01725 510687 or 07590 336833
Children are natural foragers. They enjoy collecting,
gathering, sorting and given the opportunity will often
while away endless hours outdoors. Watch any toddler
and you will see them pick up objects and explore them;
usually with their mouths. Naturally this is a source of
much consternation to their parents but teaching a child
how to forage safely has the potential to be an enjoyable
activity that helps us to re-connect with our surroundings,
and most love the treasure-hunt experience of searching
the woods and hedgerows for plants to eat.
With wild edibles being nutritious, packed with minerals and vitamins, delicious as
well as free & fun to harvest, foraging for food is an excellent way to teach our
children about nature’s goodness as well as finding something tasty for dinner.
I am offering cookery based workshops that can be adapted or modified to suit a
schools facilities with the option to gather some ‘wild edibles’ where possible.
With primary school age I only use obvious plants with no poisonous lookalikes.
Below is a list of seasonal plants and flowers that the children may be familiar with
and that are prolific in most local areas. I have chosen these recipes as they are all
fun and tasty to even the fussiest pallet.
April / May

Ransoms - Wild garlic pesto,
Dandelion - Dandelion pancakes
Nettles - Stinging nettle soup,
Ground elder - sautéed as a vegetable or soup.
Hawthorn and potato salad.

June / July

Elderflowers- Elderflower cordial, Elderflower fritters
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Nettle - Stinging nettle soup.

September

Elderberries - Elderberry cordial, Elderberry chutney
Blackberries - Blackberry cordial
Nettle - Stinging nettle soup.

When we cook, the children can be involved in all of the process of preparing the
foods we are making, where it is not possible to make a recipe from start to finish I
bring part made or nearly completed batches that they can finish off so they will be
involved in the whole process.
I arrive with all the ingredients we will using & aprons plus all cookery equipment if
needed. The children are provided with recipe sheets so they can have a go at
home. It is easily possible to provide dairy and wheat free items with the recipes
used.
All additional ingredients I use are fair trade, local and organically produced where
possible.

Free Trees for Schools
Many of the ingredients above are readily available, but why not
make them available in your school grounds by planting a
hedgerow specially designed with food plants in it
The Woodland Trust is currently making available packs
consisting of 30 trees, free to schools. Groups can now choose
between packs of 30, 105 or 420 saplings, depending on how
much space they have to plant.
There are different mixes of tree species to choose from too,
including packs themed for autumn colour, wood fuel and
wildlife.
Packs are ordered in December for spring planting:
Contact: Woodland Trust at: www.ni4kids.
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Anna Potten
Artist and Community Development Worker
Contact: alspotten@mail.com
Left: Food mosaics
I am designer and
maker with 30 years’
experience of running a
wide range workshops
and projects with
community and school
groups. I am creative thinker and practical problem solver able to adapt my skills to
different settings and needs.
I have worked in Equality and Diversity and am a Reform Jew. My personal
experience informs a particular interest in Interfaith Work believing that the
understanding of other people’s beliefs and traditions is vital in Britain today.
I also have used making and cooking skills to facilitate consultations and discussions
in Portsmouth and elsewhere. In addition to my practical skills I am happy to
advise on and contribute to bids to fund workshops and projects
Workshop Skills: Textile skills, stitched, printed and dyed. e.g. 2D and 3D design
for a range of materials
I been CRB checked and can provide references from previous projects.

Making fruit mosaic, Andover Water festival banners, Table top designed in fresh
fruit and vegetables, Silk painted heart, Healthy Heart lanterns.
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Organisation: Pure Punjabi
Culture and Cookery Workshops
Contact: Surinder Bellamy and Safia Bellamy
Tel: 01725 510506: Information and booking: www.purepunjabi.co.uk
Who We Are: We are Surinder and Safia Bellamy, a mother and
daughter team, passing on the traditional, North Indian cookery
methods our mothers and grandmothers have been using for
centuries in Punjab, India. As is traditionally done, we were both
trained in cooking from the age of around 9 or 10. This is a crucial
skill as it imparts the essential life skills that are needed when you
eventually have your own family.

What we offer schools: We offer an interactive workshop for children from the age of 8 to
learn how to make traditional Indian food along with learning about the cultural importance of
food in everyday life as well as for times of celebration. They are able to look at ingredients,
such as ginger, which they may never have seen in its raw form and learn to recognise it and
how to use it. They see how the flavour and smell of the ingredient changes throughout the
recipe as it goes from raw to cooked. We make sure that we cover all of the curriculum
objectives during our workshops so that not only are they learning how to cook, but ticking off
learning objectives for the year. We cover all important festivals in India, and currently are
teaching about Diwali.
Itinerary for the day: We start the day by going
through the geography of India and comparing both India
and England, to give the children an idea of scale. We
look at the different religions in India and the story of
Diwali and why light is important in this festival. We ask
the children what they do to celebrate their festivals
(Easter, Christmas, New Year etc.) to show them that
light, food and the coming together of friends and family
are universally important during times of celebration. The
children then break out into groups and make big posters showing what they have learnt
about Diwali, what’s great about this part is that every poster looks so different.
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Then we move on to look at the importance of
food and local food, why it’s important to support
local producers for economical, as well as for
nutritional reasons. After this, we launch straight
into the practical aspect – the cooking! We tailor
the dishes according to the facilities available in
the school.

The children work in groups to make the dishes,
which usually include sweet and savoury. As we
go through, we show the children all of the
ingredients individually so that they understand what ingredients are being used.
What Ages we Cover: We start from year

up to year 11’s and sixth Form. We start from

the age of 8, as children are capable of and really enjoy preparing all the dishes. For health
and safety reasons, with the younger age groups, we don’t give them sharp knives and we
do any frying with hot oil to ensure that they don’t accidently hurt themselves.
Value to the curriculum: Every town and city is becoming far more cosmopolitan and ethnic
diversity is becoming more and more relevant to our everyday lives. Ethnic diversity covers
geography, religious education, languages, food technology and many more areas within the
national curriculum. Showing children the link between all the different cultures and religions
helps to show them that a lot of the celebrations and rituals
across the world share the same core values, despite how
different they may seem at first. Although some children may
not have had first - hand experience of other cultures, quite
often they have eaten, and often really enjoy, the cuisine –
chicken tikka masala is the national dish of Britain after all!
Our approach is holistic, the real value comes from showing
the children that we are all different, but also, all the same, it creates a tolerance of other
cultures, other languages, other viewpoints and other ways of life. Furthermore, eating and
preparing food together as a group, whether family or friends, creates a stronger bond and
reinforces family and community values. It is valuable time spent together.

If you would like to discuss any details regarding culture and cookery workshops,
please get in touch. We are happy to tailor workshops to your needs.
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Multicultural Workshops
On Indian Culture and Diversity
Contact: Demi Ladwa
Email:demiladwa@hotmail.com: Telephone 01980 622436
I have lived in a small town in rural Wiltshire for the last 25 years and have always
been interested in helping the community to understand different cultures and
traditions.
Living in a multicultural society, it is very important for everyone to understand each
other’s needs and adopt and learn to respect different culture and there way of life.
I am a speaker for the Women’s Institute and have now visited over 150 various
groups in Wiltshire and Hampshire Area ranging from visiting hospitals to special
needs groups, residential care homes for the elderly, and day care centres
As it is a part of the education curriculum I now offer interactive workshops with all
age groups working alongside children from reception to seniors at secondary
schools.
Pupils of all ages have enjoyed interacting and getting to know the colourful way of
Hindu life exploring many aspects of the traditions such as clothes, music, modern
and classical dancing and food.
I can offer individual workshops to suit your needs such as India week, Religious
studies etc. The workshops are aimed towards having fun as well as valuing and
challenging diversity.
The workshops I offer include: Festivals of India, Indian Dancing, Henna Painting
Card Making, Indian Cookery, Rangoli Painting, and Bollywood dancing.

I have visited or run workshops at over 80 schools, across Wiltshire and Hampshire
since starting out 2 years ago.
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Organisation: Fit 2 Cook Food Education
Contact: Min Raisman (Director, Co-founder and Organiser of
the Create and Cook Competition) Davina Tibbetts
www.fit2cook.co.uk/createandcook

Our organisation runs cookery workshops for primary schools across Hampshire
focusing on local food and healthy eating. We also run inset training days for
schools to help arm teachers and LSA's with the skills and confidence to bring
cookery into the classroom.
For secondary schools we run the successful Create & Cook Competition which is
sponsored by The Southern Co-operative. This is a Competition for 12-14 year olds
(years 8 & 9) where young cooks have to create and cook menus using as many
local ingredients as possible. This is open to all the secondary schools in the New
Forest and is a chance to explore local food in and outside the classroom across the
New Forest area.

The 2013 winners of the Create and Cook Competition.
Students from Robert May's School in Odiham.

For additional information about this competition, go to the Hampshire Farmers
Market Website under Education
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New Forest Marque are in the process of developing a school cooking
programme based on the new curriculum so watch out for this on their
website: http://www.newforestproduce.co.uk/

SPLAT Cooking
Contact: Beverley Glock: Main number 0870 766 8290
SPLAT run cooking clubs and one off workshops in schools. A new workshop leader
based in Lymington, will be up and running in the New Year.
For further information go to http://www.beverleyglock.com which is the cookery
school – and is in the process of having all the classes and clubs added to it, this
incorporates Splat The school material will shortly be on the website, but here is an
outline of some of the things on offer:
“We offer after school or in school cooking club. These last for 1 hour and we need cooking
facilities although these can be in a curriculum kitchen or in a classroom or hall with a school
kitchen adjacent. The children make a sweet or savoury item each week. While the food is
cooking, they do worksheets linked to the curriculum and tasting. All the recipes have
lesson plans which we’re happy to show the school so they can include them for their Ofsted
submissions. We also offer one off workshops themed around curriculum topics such as
Senses, Rain Forest Food, Chocolate, Around the World, Healthy Eating, or a food from a
particular country to match in with a topic.
The Senses workshops work well for year 1 and this lasts for 4 hours over lunch. The
children begin at around 10am making pizza from scratch (linking in the senses such as
touch and sight - weighing, mixing and measuring), learning about yeast and flour and then
they make fruit muffins. They’ll usually eat around 12. 0, then have a final hour session
with some food games to identify what is a fruit and what is a vegetable, a rainforest drama
activity to learn about where chocolate comes from and then a final section on discovering
where our sense of taste comes from and how it’s linked to our sense of smell with a number
of ‘brown’ liquids to identify through taste (marmite, chocolate sauce, brown sauce, etc.)”
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Gillian Bathe (BA. BSc. Cert. Ed., SpLD)
Contact: Tel 01725 512380: gillianbatheatgmail.com:
Website: www. gillianbathe.co.uk
I am an environmental observational scientist, artist, teacher
and Specific Learning Disability tutor, working with community
groups and schools.
My aim is to enhance first hand observation, imagination and
understanding and enjoyment of the natural world. These
outdoor- learning opportunities are designed to reveal innate
capabilities within everyone. They hopefully enrich and
augment people’s sense of wonder and appreciation of their environment and may
even lead to a greater sense of responsibility and stewardship.
Examples of Projects already undertaken with schools include: bush craft,
pottery, printmaking, textiles (weaving, felt making, knitting, crochet and embroidery,
cooking, gardening, green woodworking, book binding, jewellery, sculpture, mouldmaking and casting (plaster, resin, soap and chocolate), drawing and painting and
photography.
Method I work from local, seasonal or child-orientated starting points. Listening to
children’s responses and incorporating particular individual strengths as specific
personal contributions. Themes may be suggested by schools to augment their
curriculum studies. I enjoy working in tandem with class teachers, who are always
short of time in which to prepare resources and to explore beyond the core
essentials of the curriculum.
Materials I use multi-sensory activities with various materials including music,
dance, drama, poetry and song and film to make the activities memorable and
meaningful. My Steiner training has led me to think carefully about the appropriate
materials and skills for different ages and abilities. With learning difficulties pupils in
smaller groups I am particularly interested in matching activities to help improve self
- confidence and learning strategies.
I can provide whole school or class projects of different durations. I also do after
school, holiday activities and parties. I have some one- to one SEN pupils.
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Additional Information about materials used
Natural Colours: Natural colours for dyes and paints can be extracted from parts of
plants. Fruit and vegetables are best for paints. Plant dyes require boiling and fixing
substances (mordents) and may be difficult to work with in a school environment, but
it is an excellent chemical beginning for older pupils. Oak knopper galls can be
boiled to give a strong tannin ink. This can be used with bamboo pens sharpened
from a growing clump. Chinese brushes rather than hogs hair are ideal for good
paintings as they are soft and form a beautiful point when wet. ‘The Works’ and ‘The
Range’ often have economical sets of Chinese brushes, which are ideal for good
paintings. Jumbo oil pastels and household candles in conjunction with the water
based paint, helps to enable large vigorous and fluent drawings at very little cost.
Willow: Weaving materials such as reeds, rushes, and willow are useful for many
projects. Willow is cut November to February while rush is cut in the summer.
Autumn is the best time to plant willow. When purchasing willow it is important to
specify the use that you intend. We wanted basket willows as containers for our
produce (Salix triandra varieties) which are flexible and fairly consistent in stem
diameter. www.jprwillow.co.uk/willow-cuttings.htm provides named varieties. Other
tried and tested places for buying willow are: www.musgrovewillows.co.uk:
www.windrushwillow.com: or better still, grow your own and you will always have a
supply. There are lots of “how to” videos on You Tube for making willow fences and
structures.
Willows also can provide a good fuel source, sewage bed purification and structural
rods for green dwellings and outdoor sculptures. They are fast growing and Salix
viminalis varieties root more readily and grow more vigorously than basket willows.
They can be cut right down (coppiced) and will sprout again from the base (stool). As
an impressive example of green energy and resource they are a useful addition to
any school playground.
Fleece: Fleece can often be obtained for free from sheep owners. Sheep have to be
sheared and the price of fleece is very low (less than the cost of the shearing). It is
therefore polite to offer something for it. Different breeds’ fleece responds differently
to the felting process. It is best to check this out before acquiring a large quantity.
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